Abstract interpretation provides an elegant formalism for performing program analysis. Unfortunately, designing and implementing a sound, precise, scalable, and extensible abstract interpreter is difficult. In this paper, we describe an approach to creating correct-by-construction abstract interpreters that also attain the fundamental limits on precision that abstract-interpretation theory establishes. Our approach requires the analysis designer to implement only a small number of operations. In particular, we describe a systematic method for implementing an abstract interpreter that solves the following problem:
Introduction
Computing invariants via static program analysis is crucial when proving correctness of programs. For the analysis to be tractable, the language of invariants is restricted. In particular, an abstract domain is used to specify the program properties that are observable. Consequently, the program analysis works on an abstraction of a program, which over-approximates the original program's behavior. As long as the abstract semantics is an overapproximation of the concrete semantics of the program, the program properties inferred describe a superset of the states that can actually occur, and can be used as invariants.
is attainable when A meets certain properties. Formally, suppose that one has a Galois connection C −−→ ←−− α γ A between concrete domain C and abstract domain A. For a concrete transformer τ , let Post[τ ] : A → A be the mostprecise abstract operator possible. The following observation states how the most-precise inductive A-invariant can be computed:
Observation 1 Let program P consist of (i) nodes N = {n i } with enter node n 1 , (ii) edges E P = {n i → n j }, and (iii) a concrete-state transformer τ i,j associated with each edge n i → n j . Let A be an abstract domain. The best inductive invariant (BII) for P that is expressible in A is the least fixedpoint of the equation system
where a 1 is the best value in A that over-approximates the set of allowed input states at the enter node n 1 .
As a corollary of Obs. 1, we have
Observation 2 When the least solution to Eqn. (1) can be obtained algorithmically, e.g., by Kleene iteration in an abstract domain with no infinite ascending chains, the BII problem reduces to the problem of applying Post.
Unfortunately, the theory of abstract interpretation does not provide a useful algorithm for applying Post[τ ] given the concrete transformer τ . Post can be expressed in terms of α, γ, and Post[τ ], as follows [4] :
However, in most cases, the application of γ to an abstract value in Eqn. (2) would yield an intermediate result-a set of concrete states-that is either infinite or too large to fit in computer memory. In practice, analysis designers typically give up on Eqn. (2)-thereby giving up on attaining the best inductive A-invariant-and manually write, for each concrete operation, an abstract transformer that satisfies the weaker condition
Consequently, in practice, an analysis designer needs to manually write the abstract transformers for each concrete operation. This task can be tedious and error-prone, especially for machine code where most instructions involve bitwise operations, as illustrated using two simple examples. Ex. 1.1 illustrates that applying Post can be complex even for a single instruction, and Ex. 1.2 motivates why a technique for applying Post for a sequence of instructions is desirable.
Example 1.1 Consider the Intel x86 instruction τ def = add bh,al, which adds al, the low-order byte of 32-bit register eax, to bh, the second-to-lowest byte of 32-bit register ebx. The registers eax and ecx are not modified by the instruction. The semantics of τ can be expressed in quantifier-free bit-vector logic (QFBV) as the formula ϕ τ :
where "&" and "|" denote bitwise-and and bitwise-or, respectively, and a symbol with a prime denotes the value of the symbol in the post-state. Eqn. (4) shows that the semantics of a seemingly simple add instruction involves nonlinear bit-masking operations. Now suppose that the abstract domain A is the domain of relational affine equalities among 32-bit registers [8] . We would like to compute Post[τ ](a), where a ∈ A is ebx = ecx. Computing Post[τ ](A) corresponds to finding the strongest affine relation that holds among eax ′ , ebx ′ , and ecx ′ after τ is executed starting from any concrete state in γ(a). For this example,
Multiplying by a power of 2 serves to shift bits to the left; because it is performed in arithmetic mod 2 32 , bits shifted off the left end are unconstrained. Thus, the first conjunct of Post[τ ](a) captures the relationship between the low-order two bytes of ebx ′ , the low-order two bytes of ecx ′ , and the low-order byte of eax ′ . One approach to applying an abstract transformer is based on the structure of the term used to express the concrete transformer: a sound abstract operator-& ♯ , + ♯ , * ♯ , | ♯ , and = ♯ -is used in place of each concrete operator-&, +, * , |, and =, respectively. In general, such an operator-by-operator reinterpretation approach is sound, but is not guaranteed to compute Post. For this example, the reinterpretation approach results in 2 24 ebx ′ = 2 24 ecx ′ , which is a strict over-approximation of Post[τ ](a) [9] . ✷ Example 1.2 Consider the two Intel x86 instructions τ 1 def = push 42 and τ 1 def = pop eax. The instruction τ 1 pushes the value 42 onto the stack, and τ 2 pops the value on top of the stack into the register eax.
As in Ex. 1.1, we consider the abstract domain A of relational affine equalities among 32-bit registers [8] . We would like to compute Post[τ 1 ; τ 2 ](a), where a = ⊤; that is, we want to apply the abstract transformer for the sequential composition of τ 1 and τ 2 . One approach is to compute the value 
Exs. 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate the fact that an abstract domain can be expressive enough to capture invariants before and after a sequence of operations or instructions, but not capable of capturing invariants at some intermediate point. As illustrated in Ex. 1.1, the application of a sequence of sound abstract operations can lose precision because it is necessary to express the intermediate result in the limited language supported by the abstract domain. Ex. 1.2 illustrates that a similar phenomenon holds at the level of a sequence of instructions: again, the need to express an intermediate result in the limited language supported by the abstract domain can cause a loss of precision.
The precision obtained from a solution to BII depends on the set of "observation points" (or, equivalently the equation system being solved). For instance, in Ex. 1.2, the strawman solution does compute the best inductive A-invariant if the intermediate point between τ 1 and τ 2 is observable. Ex. 1.2 shows that, from the standpoint of precision, the fewer observation points, the better. As with many methods in automatic program analysis and verification, our method normally requires that each loop be cut by at least one observation point. Thus, the set of loop headers would be a natural choice for the set of observation points. The take-away from this discussion is that it can be desirable to have a procedure that is capable of applying Post for an arbitrary loop-free sequence of instructions.
Most program-analysis steps, including the application of Post, can be cast as a problem that requires bridging a gap between (i) the use of logic for specifying program semantics and program correctness, and (ii) abstract interpretation. The reason logic comes into play is because the problem of needing to apply γ in Eqn. (2) can be side-stepped by working with symbolic representations of sets of states (i.e., using formulas in some logic L). The use of L-formulas to represent sets of states is convenient because logic can also be used to specify a language's concrete semantics; i.e., the concrete semantics of a transformer Post[τ ] can be stated as a formula ϕ τ ∈ L that specifies the relation between input and output states.
The key insight behind our work is that the problem of bridging the gap between the use of logic and abstract interpretation can be cast as the problem of symbolic abstraction [25, 29, 31, 33] : "Given a formula ϕ ∈ L, find the mostprecise value in abstract domain A that over-approximates the meaning of ϕ". In other words, the symbolic abstraction of ϕ, denoted by α(ϕ), is the strongest consequence of ϕ that can be expressed in A. In particular, when L is powerful enough to express the full semantics of a given programming language of interest, and γ is an operation that maps a ∈ A to an L-formula
Eqn. (5) yields the following insight: the problem of applying Post reduces to the problem of symbolic abstraction. Several frameworks, parameterized by L and A, have been developed for solving the symbolic-abstraction problem [25, 33, 29] . In addition, some of the frameworks [33, 29] implement an "anytime" algorithm-i.e., the algorithm can be equipped with a monitor, and if too much time or space is being used, the algorithm can be stopped at any time, and provide a safe (over-approximating) answer.
A key advantage of these symbolic-abstraction frameworks is that they help to raise the level of automation in abstract interpretation: an analysis designer need only implement a comparatively small number of operations: γ, β, and ⊔ (see §2; Alg. 1). If implementations of ⊓ and ⊑ are also provided, they enable the use of anytime algorithms (see §2; Alg. 2).
It is worthwhile recapping the advantages and non-standard aspects of our approach:
• The symbolic-abstraction approach to implementing a program analyzer imposes much less of a burden on an analysis designer than conventional approaches: he need only supply a small number of operations. 7 Moreover, the operations are almost entirely agnostic to both the programming language to be analyzed and the logic used to specify the concrete semantics.
-One of the required operations (called β, see §2) involves converting a concrete state σ to the most-precise element of the abstract domain that over-approximates {σ}. When the analysis is cast as finding the least fixed-point of an equation system (cf. Eqn. (1)), β is the only direct connection to the programming language and logic in use. -The rest of the operations that the analysis designer must specify are abstract-domain operations. In particular, the analysis designer does not explicitly specify either abstract transformers (e.g., an abstract version of "x := y + 1") or specific abstract operations for the operations of the programming language or logic (
(1) has a conventional form, but is non-standard because it uses the application of the most-precise abstract transformer Post[τ i,j ], whereas most work on abstract interpretation uses less-precise abstract transformers. For instance, some systems only support the state transformations of a restricted modeling language-e.g., affine programs [5, 22] or Boolean programs [1] . Transformations outside the modeling language are overapproximated very coarsely. For example, for an assignment statement "x := e" in the original program, if e is an expression that uses any nonmodeled operator, the statement is modeled as "x := ?" or, equivalently, "havoc(x)". (That is, after "x := e" executes, x can hold any value.) This translation from a program to the program-modeling language already involves some loss of precision.
In contrast, the application of Post[τ i,j ] in Eqn. (1) always incorporates the full concrete semantics of τ i,j (i.e., without an a priori abstraction step).
• The analyzers obtained via our approach can find best inductive Ainvariants. Not only does the work provide insight on fundamental limits in abstract interpretation, the algorithms that we present are also practical. We created an invariant-generation tool called Santini based on the principles of symbolic abstraction. Santini uses the predicate-abstraction domain that can infer arbitrary Boolean combinations of a given set of predicates. The implementation of the abstract domain was simple: just 1200 lines of C# code. We then compared the performance of Santini with Houdini [11] , which is a well-established tool that infers only conjunctive invariants from a given set of predicates. We ran the Corral model checker [18] using invariants supplied by Houdini and Santini. For 19 examples for which Corral gave an indefinite result using Houdini-supplied invariants, invariants discovered using Santini allowed Corral to give a definite result in 9 cases (47%); see [31, §5] . This experiment shows that it is possible to quickly implement a correct and precise invariant generator that uses an expressive abstract domain. The other instantiation of our BII framework is based on WALi [16] , a tool for solving program-analysis problems using an abstract domain, which we have used to perform machine-code analysis [31, §5] .
Proofs for theorems in this paper can be found in [31] .
2 Basic Insights Fig. 1(a) shows an example program that we will use to illustrate finding the best inductive invariant when the abstract domain is the domain of relational affine equalities over integers mod 2 32 [8] . We concentrate on lines (1), (6), and (12) . Fig. 1(b) depicts the dependences in the equation system over nodevariables {V 1 , V 6 , V 12 }. Fig. 1(c) gives formulas for the transition relations among {V 1 , V 6 , V 12 }. The remainder of this section illustrates how to solve the BII problem for the following equation system, which corresponds to Figs. τ 6,6 τ 6,12 1(b) and 1(c):
It is convenient to rewrite these equations as
Solving the BII Problem from Below. In the most basic approach to solving the BII problem, we assume that we have an essentially standard fixed-point solver that performs chaotic iteration. The method will create successively better under-approximations to the solution, until it finds a fixed point, which will also be the best inductive invariant. We illustrate the algorithm on Eqn. (6) . What is special, compared to standard equation solvers, is that each application of the right-hand side of an equation in Eqn. (6)-defined by the corresponding formula in Fig. 1(c) -is given the best-transformer interpretation by means of a function Post for applying the best abstract transformer. That is, Post satisfies Post
of Post is the function Post ↑ , given as Alg. 1 [25] .
. This successive-approximation process is based on the following principle:
computes the answer via a (sophisticated) iterative sampling process, using an SMT solver. Blocking clauses are used to push the solver to explore a new part of the state space on each iteration.
To guarantee that the algorithm terminates with the most-precise result, Post ↑ imposes certain requirements: (i) abstract domain A must be a join semilattice with a least element ⊥, and have no infinite ascending chains; 8 (ii) logic L must be closed under ∧ and ¬; and (iii) certain operations must be available:
• The operation of symbolic concretization (line 5 of Alg. 1), denoted by γ, maps an abstract value a ∈ A to a formula γ(a) ∈ L such that a and γ(a) represent the same set of concrete states (i. • Given a formula ψ ∈ L, Model(ψ) returns (i) a satisfying model S if an SMT solver is able to determine that ψ is satisfiable in a given time limit, (ii) None if the SMT solver is able to determine that ψ is unsatisfiable in the time limit, and (iii) TimeOut otherwise. The formula γ(v) ∧ τ ∧ ¬ γ(lower ′ ) to which Model is applied in line 5 is a transition formula, and thus Model returns a two-state model S, S ′ , which we refer to as a state-pair. (In general, we use unprimed variables to denote pre-state quantities, and primed variables to denote post-state quantities.)
• The representation function β (line 11 of Alg. 1) maps a singleton concrete state S ∈ C to the least value in A that over-approximates {S}.
The variable lower ′ is initialized to ⊥ (line 2). Then, on each iteration of the while-loop on lines 3-11 a concrete state-pair S, S ′ is identified that satisfies transition relation τ -as constrained by γ(v) and ¬ γ(lower ′ )-(line 5), and the abstraction β(S ′ ) of post-state S ′ is joined into lower ′ (line 11). Each concrete state-pair S, S ′ is obtained by calling an SMT solver to obtain a satisfying assignment of the transition relation under consideration. Abstract value lower ′ characterizes the set of already-found post-states. To ensure that a new post-state is found on each iteration, the formula ¬ γ(lower ′ ) is used as a blocking clause for the next call on the SMT solver; see the third conjunct in line 5. Thus, the algorithm does not merely ask the SMT solver for a new poststate; it requests a post-state that guarantees progress. That is, the post-state S ′ returned by the SMT solver is one for which lower Fig. 2 shows a possible chaotic-iteration sequence when a BII solver is invoked to find the best inductive affine-equality invariant for Eqn. (6), namely,
9 Note that this abstract value corresponds exactly to the loop-invariant and exit-invariant shown in the comments on lines 6 and 12 of Fig. 1(a) . Moreover, the same abstract value would be arrived at no matter what sequence of choices is made during chaotic iteration to find the least fixed-point of Eqn. (6) .
One such sequence is depicted in Fig. 2 , where three chaotic-iteration steps are performed before the least fixed point is found. The three steps propagate information from V 1 to V 6 ; from V 6 to V 6 ; and from V 6 to V 12 , respectively. (At this point, to discover that chaotic iteration has quiesced, the solver would have to do some additional work, which we have not shown because it does not provide any additional insight on how BII problems are solved.)
The Value of a Bilateral Algorithm. Post ↑ is not resilient to timeouts. A query to the SMT solver-or the cumulative time for Post ↑ -might take too long, in which case the only answer that is safe for Post ↑ to return is ⊤ (line 7 of Alg. 1). To remedy this situation, we use a bilateral algorithm for Post [29] . A bilateral algorithm maintains both an under-approximation and an overapproximation of the desired answer. The advantage of a bilateral algorithm is that in case of a timeout, it is safe to return the over-approximation. At various stages of the algorithm, effort is expended on improving the overapproximation, and if the algorithm were given additional time, it might return a better answer. (Such an algorithm is called an "anytime algorithm".) In our case, the over-approximation serves as an "insurance policy" against being forced to return ⊤ in case the Post algorithm runs out of time. 
Initialization:
ans := V 1 → ⊤, V 6 → ⊥, V 12 → ⊥ Iteration 1: • Abstract domain A must be a lattice (i.e., with both meet and join) with a least element ⊥ and a greatest element ⊤.
• AbstractConsequence must meet the following requirements:
Let 
When there is an SMT-solver timeout (line 6), Post returns upper ′ as the answer (lines 7, 12, and 13). In this case, the value returned can be an over-approximation of the desired answer Post[τ ](v); however, if the loop exits without a timeout, then lower ′ must equal upper ′ , and the return value equals Post[τ ](v). 
After each call to AbstractConsequence, the abstract-consequence constraint is tested to see if it really is an upper bound on the answer. For instance, the fourth call to AbstractConsequence returns [a ′ = 58]. The assertion that [a ′ = 58] is an upper-bounding constraint is refuted by the concrete state-pair
which is used to improve the value of lower ′ .
The important point is that if Iteration 2 is taking too much time, Post can be stopped and upper ′ returned as the answer. In contrast, if Post ↑ is stopped because it is taking too much time, the only safe answer that can be returned is ⊤. The "can-be-stopped-anytime" property of Post can make a significant difference in the final answer. For instance, suppose that Post (6), the respective final answers would be
Because of the timeout, the answer computed by Post is not the best inductive affine-equality invariant; however, the answer establishes that the equality constraint [x = y] holds at both lines 6 and 12 of Fig. 1(a) .
Attaining the Best Inductive A-Invariant. SP), which works with an abstract domain that abstracts transition relations. For instance, our approach • also uses an abstract domain that abstracts transition relations, and • creates a summary transformer for each reachable procedure P , which over-approximates the transition relation of P . However, to make the symbolic-abstraction approach suitable for interprocedural analysis, the algorithm uses a generalization of Post, called v ′ ] value that is the best over-approximation of a's action followed by τ 's action. Furthermore, instead of Eqn. (1), we find the least solution to Eqns. (7)- (11) below, where each application of the right-hand side of an equation is given the best-transformer interpretation-in this case, by means of Compose.
A program is defined by a set of procedures P i , 0 ≤ i ≤ K, and represented by an interprocedural control-flow graph G = (N, F ) . G consists of a collection of intraprocedural control-flow graphs G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G K , one of which, G main , represents the program's main procedure. The node set N i of G i = (N i , F i ) is partitioned into five disjoint subsets:
contains exactly one enter node (i.e., E i = {e i }) and exactly one exit node (i.e., X i = {x i }). A procedure call in G i is represented by two nodes, a call node c ∈ C i and a return-site node r ∈ R i , and has two edges: (i) a callto-enter edge from c to the enter node of the called procedure, and (ii) an exit-to-return-site edge from the exit node of the called procedure to r. The functions call and ret record matching call and return-site nodes: call(r) = c and ret(c) = r. We assume that an enter node has no incoming edges except call-to-enter edges.
φ(emain) = Id|a 1 a1 ∈ A describes the set of initial stores at emain (7) φ(ep) = Id|a ep ∈ E, p = main, and a = c∈C, c calls p
for n ∈ R, and call(n) calls q (10) Vn = range(φ(n)) (11) The equations involve two sets of "variables": φ(n) and V n , where n ∈ N. φ(n) is a partial function that represents a summary of the transformation from e proc(n) to n. Id| a denotes the identity transformer restricted to inputs in a ∈ A. The domain of φ(n) over-approximates the set of reachable states at e proc(n) from which it is possible to reach n; the range of φ(n) over-approximates the set of reachable states at n. V n 's value equals the range of φ(n).
(1) main() { (2) x = read input(); (3) while(x != 1) { (4) if(even(x)) halve(); (5) else increase(); (6) } (7) } (8) void halve() { (9) x = x ≫ 1; (10) } (11) (12) void increase() { (13) x = 3*x + 1; (14) } Abstract value at enter node e p Id Id| a , where a = c∈C, c calls p V c halve pre-condition (e halve ) Compose is essentially identical to Alg. 2, except that in line 5, Compose performs a query using a three-state formula,
and in line 11, Compose applies a two-state version of β to S and S ′′ , dropping
is defined similarly.) An important difference between our algorithm and the SP algorithm is that in our algorithm, the initial abstract value for the enter node e p for procedure p is specialized to the reachable inputs of p (see Eqn. (8)). In the SP algorithm, φ(e p ) is always set to Id. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of specializing the abstract pre-condition at enter node e p on the inferred abstract post-condition. The abstract domain used in Fig. 4 is the domain of affine equalities over machine integers [8] . With that domain, it is possible to express that a 32-bit variable x holds an even number: 2 31 x = 0. Consequently, the initial abstract value for enter node e halve is the identity relation, constrained so that x is even. Similarly, the initial abstract value for enter node e increase is the identity relation, constrained so that x is odd.
Note that the abstract value at the exit point x p of a procedure p serves as a procedure summary-i.e., an abstraction of p's transition relation. Fig. 4 shows that by giving halve and increase more precise abstract values at the respective enter nodes, we obtained more precise procedure summaries at the respective exit points. In particular, for halve, the constraint x − 2x ′ = 0 provides a good characterization of the effect of a right-shift operation, but only when x is known to be even (cf. the entries for halve's post-condition in columns 3 and 4 of Fig. 4) . to non-Boolean lattices. Moreover, provided there are no timeouts, our algorithms are capable of discovering if the most-precise answer is ⊥. However, they are also useful when the most-precise answer is not ⊥; in particular, our algorithms can be used to compute best transformers. Furthermore, our algorithms can be used to solve the BII problem (assuming no timeouts), and even when there are timeouts, they generate inductive program invariants.
The last two authors have worked on a system, called TSL (for "Transformer Specification Language") [19, 20] , that also aims to automate the creation of abstract-interpretation systems (primarily for machine-code analysis). TSL is based on a different approach to creating abstract transformers than symbolic abstract interpretation, but shares the property that the user first expresses the full semantics of the programming language of interest. With TSL, one specifies an instruction set's concrete operational semantics by writing an interpreter using a first-order functional language. The interpreter that specifies how each instruction transforms a concrete state. To define an abstract interpretation for an abstract domain A, one defines "replacement" datatypes for TSL's numeric/bit-vector and map datatypes, along with 42 replacement numeric/bit-vector operations, 12 replacement map-access/update operations, plus a few additional operations, such as ⊔, ⊓, and widen. From such a reinterpretation of the TSL meta-language, which is extended automatically to TSL expressions and functions, TSL creates sound over-approximating transformers. Standard analysis algorithms can then use the transformers to obtain inductive A-invariants. However, there is generally some loss of precision with the reinterpretation approach, so the resulting analyses generally do not find best inductive A-invariants.
Conclusion
Our experience is that the abstract-interpretation community is either unfamiliar with, or under-appreciates, the power and utility of symbolic abstraction. In this paper, we have explained how symbolic abstraction allows abstract interpreters to be created that are correct by construction: from a specification of the concrete semantics in logic, and a few operations on values in abstract domain A, we automatically obtain a solution to the BII problem: "Given program P , and an abstract domain A, find the most-precise inductive A-invariant for P ."
BII is clearly an important problem because it represents the limit of obtainable precision for a given abstract domain. The key insights behind our approach are:
• The BII problem reduces to the problem of applying Post.
• The problem of applying Post reduces to the problem of symbolic abstraction.
• The algorithm for symbolic abstraction is based on a (sophisticated) iterative sampling process, using an SMT solver. Blocking clauses are used to push the solver to explore a new part of the state space on each iteration. Because the symbolic-abstraction approach solves the BII problem (in the absence of timeouts), it can obtain more precise results than more conventional approaches to implementing abstract interpreters. In particular, the symbolicabstraction approach can identify invariants and procedure summaries that are more precise than the ones obtained by more conventional approaches.
